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The ARTSA Data collection covers nearly 1 million heavy (>12 tonne GVM/
ATM) and medium duty (>4.5 tonne < 12 tonne GVM/ATM) registered
commercial vehicles in Australia. Its sources of data include information from
the database of registered vehicles in Australia as well as various collections
of heavy vehicle information including RVCS approvals. The ARTSA Data
collection includes quarterly data commencing from the beginning of 2014.
These data sources are analysed by ARTSA each quarter and compiled into a
series of ARTSA Data reports which include:

QUARTERLY SUMMARY
- a high level summary of the overall trend in heavy and medium duty commercial vehicles

ANALY TICS REPORTS
- Truck and Trailer reports covering Prime Movers, Trailers and Rigid Trucks
- Component reports (for release later in 2016)
- Unregistered VIN report

DETAILED REGISTRATION STATISTICS
- Excel spreadsheet data including prime mover, trailer, rigid truck, bus and ancillary vehicles
covering detailed breakdowns by State of registration, manufacturer, vehicle age and
registration category

SPECIALIST REPORTS
- Tailored reports can be produced from the Detailed registrations statistics to meet
individual company requirements.

ARTSA DIRECTORIES
- Includes details on design approvals for trailers and trucks including the specifics of
approvals, web links to sub assembly data and contact details
ARTSA is continuing to develop its data collection by adding new sources and also
undertaking cross-analysis of differing sources to investigate commercial vehicle trends.
The following pages describe the various ARTSA Data products in more detail, with the final
page providing Data subscription and membership details for joining ARTSA.
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REPORT
Quarterly
summary

A high level summary of the overall trend in heavy and medium duty commercial vehicles.

Analytics
reports
(quarterly)

Truck and Trailer reports provide graphical analyses of key sector of the heavy prime mover and trailer
sector and the medium and heavy duty rigid truck sector. Produced as pdf reports, generally 6 to 8 pages
of graphical interpretation and summary tables for:

It is a free quarterly report issued in early January, April, July and October and can be downloaded from
http://www.artsa.com.au/store

• Prime movers

• Trailers

•

Rigid trucks

Each category is analysed on a quarterly and annual basis across total registrations, new registrations,
retirements, major registration category groups and median age. The reports do not include
manufacturer data. They provide quarterly data from the beginning of 2014.

Component
reports
Tyres/wheels
Axles
Brakes
Couplings

Component reports are being developed to provide graphical analyses of key component sectors. They will
be produced as pdf reports, generally 6 to 8 pages of graphical interpretation and summary tables for:

• Tyres/wheels

• Axles

•

Brakes

•

Couplings

(for release
later in 2016)

Each Component report analyses on a quarterly and annual basis, total components, new components,
retirements, major registration category groups (eg for trailers: dog trailers, pig trailers etc) and median age.
The reports do not include manufacturer data. They provide quarterly data from the beginning of 2014.
Details of these reports are currently under development.
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Unregistered
VIN report

Unregistered VIN report provides a snapshot of the number of unregistered VIN’s that have been
entered by OEM’s. They are a measure of forward orders. This collection has commenced in the first
quarter of 2016 and will be the subject of more analysis as more quarters are collated.

Detailed
registration
statistics
(quarterly)

Detailed registration statistics include the full collection and analysis in excel spreadsheet format for
all prime mover, trailer, rigid truck, bus and ancillary vehicles. They include manufacturer data and can
include detailed analyses of State of registration, manufacturer, vehicle age and registration category
(around 90 in total).

They provide quarterly data from the beginning of 2014.

Specialist
reports

Specialist reports include reports commissioned for specific projects or enquiries and can include
body type and other more detailed analyses. Tailored reports can also be produced from the Detailed
registrations statistics above, to meet individual company requirements.

ARTSA
Directories

ARTSA Directories include annually compiled data from the RVCS website on truck and trailer approvals.
The Trailer Directory and Truck Directory data relates to design approvals that are necessary to comply
with the ADR process. The information in the Trailer Directory covers the details for the 465 companies
who have between them over 1200 approved trailer designs. The information includes details on the
companies and also the specifics of each of their approvals including web links to sub assembly data. It is
an indispensible source of data on every design approval for heavy trailers in Australia.

Trailer
Directory
Truck
Directory

The Truck Directory has similar information to the Trailer Directory.
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ARTSA MEMBERSHIP

ARTSA Data is available to ARTSA members. Membership is by application and is an annual subscription.
There are four classes of membership and their benefits include:

ARTSA Membership Category

Corporate

Individual1

Virtual

Life

Benefits
1. Attend meetings

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

2. ARTSA Data
Quarterly summary
3. ARTSA Directory

√

4. Monthly newsletter

√

√

20%

20%

5. Conference and training discounts

Notes:
1. Individual members can be sole traders or organisations with 5 or fewer employees

Membership forms are on line at http://www.artsa.com.au/joining

ARTSA DATA COLLEC TION
Report

Details

Quarterly summary

Download from
http://www.artsa.com.au/store

Analytics reports

Truck and Trailer reports
- Prime movers
- Trailers
- Rigid trucks
Component reports
- Tyres/wheels
- Axles
- Brakes
- Couplings
Unregistered VIN report

Four quarterly reports covering
prime movers, trailers and rigid
trucks
For release later in 2016

Included above

Detailed registration
statistics

Available as quartely, half yearly &
annual reports

Specialist reports

By negotiation

ARTSA Directories

Trailer Directory 2016
Truck Directory 2016

Further information
For more information ARTSA membership and ARTSA Data data contact:
Rob Perkins
Executive Director
Australian Road Transport Suppliers Association Inc.
exec@artsa.com.au
Phone +61 411 402 832
Web www.artsa.com.au

